BUILDING THE FUTURE OF SECURITY LEADERSHIP

Increasing demands on organizations require future security leaders to acquire the right skills, experience, and relationships to manage risk at the highest level.

EVOLUTION OF CISO ROLE

The evolving threat landscape increases pressure on security.

INTERNAL PRESSURES
- Board Participation
- Business Expectations
- Team Leadership

EXTERNAL PRESSURES
- New Regulations
- Advancing Threats
- Customer Expectations

Increasing pressures can create constant scope creep across domains.

The CISO manages risk at the highest level while performing multiple responsibilities.

ONGOING CISO RESPONSIBILITIES
- Manage relationships with organizations
- Promote security as a business enabler
- Share & learn with other CISOs
- Mentor & retain security talent
- Plan succession for future team

SECURITY LEADERS’ JOURNEY TO CISO REQUIRES

A DIVERSE SKILLSET
- Education
- Experience
- Certifications
- Collaboration
- Presentation
- Visibility

A LEADERSHIP MENTOR
Development under CISO mentorship in which roles are rotated across security domains for exposure and experience.

PROVEN EXPERIENCE
- BUSINESS Executive Presence Financial Thinking Relationship Management
- TECHNICAL Hands-On Experience Knowledge of Multiple Domains Technology Generalist

Selection internally or externally to be a CISO.